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To Whom It May Concern

I DO NOT want an extension to the Emergency Bill as I have found the actions of our
Premier unnecessary and not in the best interests of myself and my family.

There has been a complete exaggeration of all the covid data and find this a disgraceful use
of power not needed for our Country.

I have not been vaccinated for covid and will not because of my medical issues and my
youngest 2 sons will not be getting vaccinated for it because of their medical issues. That
is my decision as their parents and Noone is going to tell me what my sons need.

Because of our covid unvaccinated status we are being treated like second class citizens. I
AM NOT an anti-vaxxer! I went to my doctor a couple of weeks ago and because of me
being unvaccinated for covid I had to sit outside in the heat, down the back of my doctor's
surgery till it time too see my doctor. All the vaccinated patients were able to sit in the
surgery in the air conditioning no problem. Talk about making me feel like I had
contagious disease of some sort. I felt humiliated and totally disgusted at this practice. I
was there for a papsmear test. 
So now I refuse to go back to the medical centre because that is total discrimination and
appalling that I had to sit outside because I'm choosing my health over a vaccination that
IS NOT NECESSARY and could potentially give me adverse side affects that could
possibly kill me. 

Also my youngest 2 sons have medical issues and the stress that these covid mandates etc
has put on us has been dramatic. I had to give up work, I've had to now homeschool my
son because the affects of covid has made him regress so badly! My other sons specialist
appointments have continually been affected by being cancelled or postponed! He has to
have full facial reconstruction to fix his twisted face but it seems that the Premier only
cares about her own needs and not that of the people. The stress it has caused my family
financially and emotionally I cannot even describe.

I am ashamed of our Governments handling of the covid situation and think they all need
to be held accountable for all the unnecessary mandates and actions they have taken.

PLEASE DO NOT PASS THE EMERGENCY BILL in QLD.

Kind regards

Shirley Popp
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